Seradex OrderStream
Technical Release Notes
November 2018
AcctMaintenance.dll

6.4.103

11/30/2018

I1811180

The systems currency symbol will now appear in cases where it is not the
dollar sign.

11/30/2018

I1806133

Altered inventory on hand and allocation forms to handle the new
ContainerNo field for inventory.

I1811135

AdminTools can now download new updates if the DBOX update
management file "Seradex.Win.MaintenanceTools.dll" is missing or
incorrectly registered.

I1810252

An adjustment was made to ensure the custom logic for reconfiguration is
looking at the right database table.

11/30/2018

I1807236

Added support for tracking generation of one click emails against document
headers.

11/30/2018

I1811188
I1809191

Implemented a new Configurator Type field in Configurator Setup for DBOX
Multiple property value selction issues when navigating between Configurator
Property Defaults form and History Lookup module.

I1810047

The systems currency symbol will now appear in cases where it is not the
dollar sign.
Extracted form independent functionality from the form to allow for external
usage.
Expanded support for system's currency symbol.

ActiveM20.dll

6.4.116

AdminTools.dll

6.4.49

11/30/2018

AutoConfig.dll

6.4.105

11/30/2018

ClientReports.dll

6.4.76

Config.dll

6.4.168

CreditNote.dll

6.4.116

11/20/2018

I1801010
6.4.117

11/30/2018

I1811180

11/30/2018

I1811180

CRM.dll

6.4.128

The systems currency symbol will now appear in cases where it is not the
dollar sign.
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DataTransfer.mdb

6.4.229

11/30/2018

I1810146
I1810312
I1810010
I1807236
I1807027
I1810298
I1808199

I1806133
I1811253

Sales Rep has been added as a column to the Core Account Search in
DBOX.
Added translations for the new multi-item image upload page.
Altered Remittance report to ensure non cheque payments that pay vendor
invoices are handled
An 'Emailed' field has been added to the SalesOrder, Invoice, and
PurchaseOrder database tables.
Added ComboChart as a new Chart Type for DBOX.
The Daily Shipping Report has been updated to prevent result duplication.
Implemented a Single Tab Parent-Child configurator (Type 4) in DBOX as
per attached documentation. Added ConfiguratorType field in productline
table.
Data model to support tracking material by Containers.
Vendor Returns ProcType changed to 8 to allow for Appbox Smart
Launching.

Estimating.dll

6.4.154

11/20/2018

I1810269
I1807261
I1808182

6.4.155

11/30/2018

I1809242

I1811180

Resolved issue where the .NET form could crash while completing the
generation of a sales order.
Enhanced the Costing form for .NET compatibility.
Enhanced VB6 Estimate to pass the excel bom import object the .NET
Estimate for Solidworks compatibility.
In both LAN and Web, FileURL field is now always updated when FilePath is
updated in DocumentStorage .
Copying and updating Estimate and SalesOrder lines now updates both
fields in both systems
Expanded support for system's currency symbol.

History.dll

6.4.43

11/30/2018

I1809191

Multiple property value selction issues when navigating between Configurator
Property Defaults form and History Lookup module.

I1806133

Added ability to adjust existing container inventory

11/30/2018

I1806133

Added ability to transfer existing container inventory

11/20/2018

I1801008

Split out additional form independent functionality.

InventoryAdjustment.dll

6.4.89

11/30/2018

InventoryTransfer.dll

6.4.86

Invoice.dll

6.4.147
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6.4.148

11/30/2018

I1811180
I1807236
I1811254
I1806133

Expanded support for system's currency symbol.
Generation of one click emails is now tracked in the database.
Modified to allow .NET Invoice access to Search
Added ability to ship containers and create new containers and alter existing
ones.

11/30/2018

I1809242

In both LAN and Web, FileURL field is now always updated when FilePath is
updated in DocumentStorage .
Attaching and editing Estimate and SalesOrder line attachments now
updates both fields in Order Stream
Increased the MaxLength property of this textbox to 250 characters.

ItemEditor.dll

6.4.127

I1811055

MicrovellumImport.dll

6.4.22

11/26/2018

I1810082

Modified to ensure that when an item is not found during the import process
and the dialog for correcting action is displayed if the user types too fast or
paste the action value in the action combo box, the system still will be able to
set the correct value so that the action can be properly executed.

11/20/2018
11/30/2018

I1809230
I1807236
I1811180

Added logic to support the new .net PO.
Generation of one click emails is now tracked in the database.
Expanded support for system's currency symbol.

11/13/2018
11/20/2018

I1811080
I1811059

Restored support for receiving lot serial inventory customizations.
Opening the customer search on the Receiving form and then closing it
without selecting a customer first will no longer result in a Type Mismatch
error.
Updated to check necessary modules activations when launching from .NET.
Receiving has been enhanced to expose additional functionality to the .Net
version.

PurchaseOrder.dll

6.4.120
6.4.121

Receiving.dll

6.4.132
6.4.133

I1810269
I1801007

SalesOrder.dll

6.4.191

11/20/2018

I1810269
I1811132

6.4.192

11/30/2018

I1810219
I1807236
I1811180

SalesOrder.dll enhanced to ensure .NET doesn't experience an issue
generating an invoice with deposit details.
.NET Sales Order deletion validation for associated workorder and shipping
documents has been enhanced.
The performance of the sales order on hold override form has been
improved.
Generation of one click emails is now tracked in the database.
Expanded support for system's currency symbol.
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6.4.192

11/30/2018

I1809242

In both LAN and Web, FileURL field is now always updated when FilePath is
updated in DocumentStorage .
Copying and updating Estimate and SalesOrder lines now updates both
fields in both systems

I1801014

Add common project for Account functionality.

I1809230

Added logic to support the new .net PO.

Added logic to support the new .net PO.
Added common functionality for all projects.
The Range of Credit Note report menu option can now be used within the
Credit Note form.
Corrected issue if the header table of a transaction fails to update the system
still tried the details
Legacy custom report mdbs will now load correctly from the .NET modules.

Seradex.AccountSystem.dll

6.4.0

11/20/2018

Seradex.AddressSystem.dll

6.4.1

11/20/2018

Seradex.BaseSystem.dll

6.4.35

11/20/2018

I1809230
I1801004
I1801014

6.4.36

11/29/2018

I1809257
I1811246

Seradex.CommonServices.dll

6.4.42

11/20/2018

I1810269

I1801004
I1809230

Implemented Lazy Evaluation on module activation to enhance loading times.
Resolved issue where Company Preference WOLineDefaultPriority was not
initialized.
Improved performance when gathering the current user.
Added logic to support the new .net PO.

I1801014

Added functionality to retrieve a concatenated list of database values.

I1810269

Improved formatting for shortcut keys. Added shortcut keys that were
missing. Added closing checks. Added missing hidden columns. Added
missing formatting. Improved Receiving to populate UOM on PO load. Fixed
an issue that could cause shipping to throw a foreign key issue. Improved
SalesOrder shortcuts to be more robust. Added missing functionality to WO.
Enhanced for better handling for non nullable values.
Added an Estimate object class to enhance efficiency and ease of Estimate
data manipulation within .Net
Estimate is now compatible with job costing.

Seradex.Connection.dll

6.4.36

11/20/2018

Seradex.EstimateSystem.dll

6.4.0

11/20/2018

I1808033
I1705293
I1806028
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6.4.0

11/20/2018

I1806252

Built the Import From Giza and Microvellum logic into this version of
SalesOrder.

Seradex.Financials.FinancialsSystem.dll

6.4.97

11/30/2018

I1811049
I1809147
I1809271

Corrected issue saving the first bank deposit that exists in the system
Added support for TD USD Export Format
Voided Bank transactions now create a reversing bank transaction that is
also voided as opposed to just creating a manual reversing GL entry.

I1801014
I1808033
I1801004
I1809230
I1809235

Added safety code when clearing a combo's data source.
Combo boxes have been enhanced for robustness.
Added common controls for all projects.
Added logic to support the new .net PO.
Added new Reason Code Combo.

I1806133

Added functionality to build new containers and alter existing ones as well as
a means to generate a transfer to move all materials from one location to
another per container

I1801014
I1811273

Added functionality for the Invoice form.
Enhanced .NET forms to ensure consistency of the selected row when
documents reload, to prevent modification of incorrect rows when performing
operations such as Config.

I1809235

Added support for a PO detail reason code for vendor revisions, will read
Reason Codes assigned to the Purchasing Module.

I1801014
I1811271

Added handling for the credit note owner type.
An issue where the taxGroupID of .NET order details could be set to 0 and
cause a foreign key error has been resolved. An issue where the
DisplayLineNo of a detail could be incorrectly treated as an integer and
cause an error has been resolved.

Seradex.Infragistics.dll

6.4.27

11/20/2018

6.4.28

11/29/2018

Seradex.Inventory.dll

6.4.23

11/30/2018

Seradex.InvoiceSystem.dll

6.4.0
6.4.1

11/20/2018
11/29/2018

Seradex.Library.dll

6.4.7

11/29/2018

Seradex.OrderEntry.Bases.dll

6.4.15
6.4.16

11/20/2018
11/26/2018
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Seradex.OrderEntry.dll

6.4.14

11/20/2018

I1801014

Added .NET Functionality.

Modified tax functionality for OrderEntry modules, to ensure that deliberately
set tax groups are retained.
An issue where the taxGroupID of .NET order details could be set to 0 and
cause a foreign key error has been resolved.

Seradex.OrderEntryLibrary.dll

6.4.1

11/20/2018

I1801014

6.4.2

11/26/2018

I1811271

Seradex.Production.DataCollection.dll

6.4.44

11/30/2018

I1806133

I1811154

Added ability for work order completion to dictate to produce to a new
container or an existing container for clients using the new container tracking
module.
Modified Shop Floor Execution to leave the Work Order open when
completing a split of the final operation until the last split is completed.

Seradex.Production.Rework.dll

6.4.11

11/30/2018

I1811072

I1810074

Corrected issue when completing a work order then immediately
uncompleting when using scheduling and scheduling has not been run
between the two actions
Altered rework so on an uncomplete material is sent back to the original
location if the work order line itself is what allocated it.

Seradex.Production.Scheduling.dll

6.4.71

11/30/2018

I1506073

A Tools menu item was added to allow the user to launch Calendar from
Scheduling (Finite and DBR)

Seradex.Production.WorkOrder.dll

6.4.10

11/20/2018

I1809105

I1810269

I1809059

I1801011

.NET WorkOrder has been enhanced to offer all additional functionality aside
from split lot serial items, the detail userdefined, create top level work order,
non consolidated details, and smart finder.
Improved formatting for shortcut keys. Added shortcut keys that were
missing. Added closing checks. Added missing hidden columns. Added
missing formatting. Improved Receiving to populate UOM on PO load. Fixed
an issue that could cause shipping to throw a foreign key issue. Improved
SalesOrder shortcuts to be more robust. Added missing functionality to WO.
Enhanced to include Items Transfer menu functionality.
Additionally, issues with the SalesOrder combo not allowing reselection,
Potential compatibility issues, filtering issues have been resolved.
Rows will now expand vertically to fit their data in some cases. Item transfers
can be opened by clicking anywhere in the row, not just the content.
Initial release of .NET WorkOrder.
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6.4.11

11/30/2018

I1811072

I1810074
I1811273

Corrected issue when completing a work order then immediately
uncompleting when using scheduling and scheduling has not been run
between the two actions
Altered rework so on an uncomplete material is sent back to the original
location if the work order line itself is what allocated it.
Resolved an issue where .NET WorkOrder launched from Job Costing would
not open Config before saving.

Seradex.Purchasing.dll

6.4.7

11/20/2018

6.4.8

11/29/2018

I1809230
I1801004
I1811273

Added logic to support the new .net PO.
Added functionality for the PO .Net form.
Enhanced .NET forms to ensure consistency of the selected row when
documents reload, to prevent modification of incorrect rows when performing
operations such as Config.

Seradex.Purchasing.ReceivingSystem.dll

6.4.10

11/20/2018

I1801013
I1801007
I1810269

6.4.11

11/29/2018

I1811273

.NET Receiving & Vendor Returns fully implemented.
ReceivingSystem has been enhanced to contain the back end of the .Net
Receiving / Vendor returns functionality.
Improved formatting for shortcut keys. Added shortcut keys that were
missing. Added closing checks. Added missing hidden columns. Added
missing formatting. Improved Receiving to populate UOM on PO load. Fixed
an issue that could cause shipping to throw a foreign key issue. Improved
SalesOrder shortcuts to be more robust. Added missing functionality to WO.
Enhanced .NET forms to ensure consistency of the selected row when
documents reload, to prevent modification of incorrect rows when performing
operations such as Config.

Seradex.SalesOrderSystem.dll

6.4.0

11/20/2018

I1810269

I1808033
I1801003
I1806028
I1806252
I1806286

Improved formatting for shortcut keys. Added shortcut keys that were
missing. Added closing checks. Added missing hidden columns. Added
missing formatting. Improved Receiving to populate UOM on PO load. Fixed
an issue that could cause shipping to throw a foreign key issue. Improved
SalesOrder shortcuts to be more robust. Added missing functionality to WO.
Enhanced for better handling for non nullable values.
Developed to function as a backend data model for Sales Order .NET
Sales order is now compatible with job costing.
Built the Import From Giza and Microvellum logic into this version of
SalesOrder.
Resolved a potential issue where invoice generation would not complete
correctly.

Seradex.Shipping.dll

6.4.0

11/20/2018

I1801012

Initial release of .NET Shipping.
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6.4.0

11/20/2018

I1809231
I1810269

6.4.1

11/29/2018

I1811273

.NET Shipping has been enhanced and reviewed for preparation of release,
and should be feature complete on par with VB6 Shipping.
Improved formatting for shortcut keys. Added shortcut keys that were
missing. Added closing checks. Added missing hidden columns. Added
missing formatting. Improved Receiving to populate UOM on PO load. Fixed
an issue that could cause shipping to throw a foreign key issue. Improved
SalesOrder shortcuts to be more robust. Added missing functionality to WO.
Enhanced .NET forms to ensure consistency of the selected row when
documents reload, to prevent modification of incorrect rows when performing
operations such as Config.

Seradex.SpecBuilder.dll

6.4.0

11/30/2018

I1709024

Removed support for data in the ItemOpDetails table (Item mode labour
schedule).

Seradex.Utilities.NonConformanceManagerSystem.dll

6.4.19

11/30/2018

I1810074

Altered rework so on an uncomplete material is sent back to the original
location if the work order line itself is what allocated it.

I1809230
I1801004

Added logic to support the new .net PO.
Added Vendor address control. Added Vendor and Internal Notes tabs, and
added ability to hide Freight and Handling currency controls in the Totals
control. Added Contact and Website controls.
Address grid combo boxes have been enhanced for robustness. Resolved an
issue where the addressID of cleared addresses was not reset.
Minor UI adjustments to form controls.

Seradex.Win.Controls.dll

6.4.4

11/20/2018

I1808033
I1801014

Seradex.Win.Estimate.dll

6.4.0

11/20/2018

I1810269

I1808033
I1808182
I1808238
I1807261
I1806252
I1705293
I1806028

Improved formatting for shortcut keys. Added shortcut keys that were
missing. Added closing checks. Added missing hidden columns. Added
missing formatting. Improved Receiving to populate UOM on PO load. Fixed
an issue that could cause shipping to throw a foreign key issue. Improved
SalesOrder shortcuts to be more robust. Added missing functionality to WO.
Robustness of combo box error handling on the form has improved.
Enhanced VB6 Estimate to pass the excel bom import object the .NET
Estimate for Solidworks compatibility.
.Net forms updated to correctly assign the itemSpecID to the imported row
from Microvellum.
Enhanced the Costing form for .NET compatibility.
Built the Import From Giza and Microvellum logic into this version of
Estimate.
Created the Estimate .Net form.
Estimate is now compatible with job costing.
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6.4.0

11/20/2018

I1810204

6.4.1

11/29/2018

I1811246

I1811273
I1811247
I1811319

Validation has been added to prevent deletion of Estimate Details with an
associated Sales Order detail.
The custom report menu has been updated - it no longer requires the
Custom Reports submenu. Instead it lists the custom reports after a
separator bar in the main dropdown, similarly to VB6.
Resolved an issue where .NET Estimate launched from Job Costing would
cause an error when opening Config.
Resolved an issue where copying a blank line could cause an error.
Initialization of the connection has been modified to ensure that any shared
connection information is updated when the form reloads.

Seradex.Win.Financials.dll

6.4.96

11/30/2018

I1809147

For EFT exports for RBC and TD, if one sets up multiple payment types to
the same format the client number against the payment type will be read
using the first one that exists as opposed to the one for the specific payment
type

Seradex.Win.InventoryTransfer.dll

6.4.13

11/30/2018

I1806133

Added functionality to build new containers and alter existing ones as well as
a means to generate a transfer to move all materials from one location to
another per container

I1801014
I1811255

Added an Invoice form to replicate the VB6 Invoice form.
Seradex.Win.Invoice enhanced to load credit notes and invoices in .Net from
search.
Seradex.Win.Invoice enhanced to load credit notes and invoices in .Net from
search.
Custom Reports have been added.
Credit Note in .NET will now smart launch on top of Appbox.
Enhanced .NET forms to ensure consistency of the selected row when
documents reload, to prevent modification of incorrect rows when performing
operations such as Config.
Modified to allow .NET Invoice access to Search

Seradex.Win.Invoice.dll

6.4.11
6.4.12

11/20/2018
11/22/2018

I1811254
6.4.13

11/29/2018

I1811246
I1811232
I1811273

I1811254

Seradex.Win.Purchasing.dll

6.4.18

11/20/2018

6.4.19

11/29/2018

I1801004
I1809230
I1809235
I1811273

Create .Net version of the VB6 PO form.
Added logic to support the new .net PO.
Added support for a PO detail reason code for vendor revisions, will read
Reason Codes assigned to the Purchasing Module.
Enhanced .NET forms to ensure consistency of the selected row when
documents reload, to prevent modification of incorrect rows when performing
operations such as Config.
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6.4.19

11/29/2018

I1811246

The custom report menu has been updated - it no longer requires the
Custom Reports submenu. Instead it lists the custom reports after a
separator bar in the main dropdown, similarly to VB6.

I1801007

Seradex.Win.Receiving has been enhanced to contain the front end of the
.Net Receiving / Vendor Returns functionality.
.NET Receiving & Vendor Returns fully implemented.
Improved formatting for shortcut keys. Added shortcut keys that were
missing. Added closing checks. Added missing hidden columns. Added
missing formatting. Improved Receiving to populate UOM on PO load. Fixed
an issue that could cause shipping to throw a foreign key issue. Improved
SalesOrder shortcuts to be more robust. Added missing functionality to WO.
The custom report menu has been updated - it no longer requires the
Custom Reports submenu. Instead it lists the custom reports after a
separator bar in the main dropdown, similarly to VB6.
Enhanced .NET forms to ensure consistency of the selected row when
documents reload, to prevent modification of incorrect rows when performing
operations such as Config.
Initialization of the connection has been modified to ensure that any shared
connection information is updated when the form reloads.

Seradex.Win.Receiving.dll

6.4.17

11/20/2018

I1801013
I1810269

6.4.18

11/29/2018

I1811246

I1811273

I1811319

Seradex.Win.SalesOrder.dll

6.4.0

11/20/2018

I1810269

I1808238
I1808033
I1801003
I1806028
I1806286
I1806252
6.4.1

11/29/2018

I1811319
I1811248
I1811273

I1811246

Improved formatting for shortcut keys. Added shortcut keys that were
missing. Added closing checks. Added missing hidden columns. Added
missing formatting. Improved Receiving to populate UOM on PO load. Fixed
an issue that could cause shipping to throw a foreign key issue. Improved
SalesOrder shortcuts to be more robust. Added missing functionality to WO.
.Net forms updated to correctly assign the itemSpecID to the imported row
from Microvellum.
Robustness of combo box error handling on the form has improved.
Developed to function as a frontend form for Sales Order .NET
Sales order is now compatible with job costing.
Resolved a potential issue where invoice generation would not complete
correctly.
Built the Import From Giza and Microvellum logic into this version of
Estimate.
Initialization of the connection has been modified to ensure that any shared
connection information is updated when the form reloads.
An issue where copying a blank line could result in an error has been
resolved.
Enhanced .NET forms to ensure consistency of the selected row when
documents reload, to prevent modification of incorrect rows when performing
operations such as Config.
The custom report menu has been updated - it no longer requires the
Custom Reports submenu. Instead it lists the custom reports after a
separator bar in the main dropdown, similarly to VB6.
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Seradex.Win.Search.dll

6.4.71

11/30/2018

I1811114

Improved search window tracking to prevent any issue closing search links.

I1810269

Improved formatting for shortcut keys. Added shortcut keys that were
missing. Added closing checks. Added missing hidden columns. Added
missing formatting. Improved Receiving to populate UOM on PO load. Fixed
an issue that could cause shipping to throw a foreign key issue. Improved
SalesOrder shortcuts to be more robust. Added missing functionality to WO.
Initial release of .NET Shipping.
Corrected issue where two message boxes appear instead of one when
selecting a Sales Order on hold.
.NET Shipping has been enhanced and reviewed for preparation of release,
and should be feature complete on par with VB6 Shipping.
The custom report menu has been updated - it no longer requires the
Custom Reports submenu. Instead it lists the custom reports after a
separator bar in the main dropdown, similarly to VB6.
Enhanced .NET forms to ensure consistency of the selected row when
documents reload, to prevent modification of incorrect rows when performing
operations such as Config.
Initialization of the connection has been modified to ensure that any shared
connection information is updated when the form reloads.

Seradex.Win.Shipping.dll

6.4.1

11/20/2018

I1801012
I1810206
I1809231
6.4.2

11/29/2018

I1811246

I1811273

I1811319

Seradex.Win.ShopFloorExecution.dll

6.4.42

11/30/2018

I1806133

Added ability for work order completion to dictate to produce to a new
container or an existing container for clients using the new container tracking
module.

I1810269

Improved formatting for shortcut keys. Added shortcut keys that were
missing. Added closing checks. Added missing hidden columns. Added
missing formatting. Improved Receiving to populate UOM on PO load. Fixed
an issue that could cause shipping to throw a foreign key issue. Improved
SalesOrder shortcuts to be more robust. Added missing functionality to WO.
.NET WorkOrder has been enhanced to offer all additional functionality aside
from split lot serial items, the detail userdefined, create top level work order,
non consolidated details, and smart finder.
Initial release of .NET WorkOrder.
Enhanced to include Items Transfer menu functionality.
Additionally, issues with the SalesOrder combo not allowing reselection,
Potential compatibility issues, filtering issues have been resolved.
Rows will now expand vertically to fit their data in some cases. Item transfers
can be opened by clicking anywhere in the row, not just the content.

Seradex.Win.WorkOrder.dll

6.4.0

11/20/2018

I1809105

I1801011
I1809059
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6.4.0
6.4.1

11/20/2018
11/29/2018

I1806028
I1811319
I1811273
I1811246

Work order is now compatible with job costing.
Initialization of the connection has been modified to ensure that any shared
connection information is updated when the form reloads.
Resolved an issue where .NET WorkOrder launched from Job Costing would
not open Config before saving.
The custom report menu has been updated - it no longer requires the
Custom Reports submenu. Instead it lists the custom reports after a
separator bar in the main dropdown, similarly to VB6.

Shipping.dll

6.4.138

11/20/2018

I1809231

I1810269

6.4.139

VB6 Shipping has been enhanced to expose all necessary functionality for
.NET Shipping to be fully functional.
An issue has been resolved where the recalculation of the sum of Weight in
the header would treat the header weight UOM as the UOM of all details.
Updated to check necessary module activations when launching from .NET.
Fixed issue where it would throw a strange error when trying to launch
packing slip with no shipment selected.
Added ability to ship containers and create new containers and alter existing
ones.

11/30/2018

I1806133

11/30/2018

I1807236

When a one click email is generated, it will now be recorded against the
calling document's header.

11/30/2018

I1806133

Renamed "Work Order Completion - Allocate non stock Lot/Serial to Order"
to "Work Order Completion - Allocate non stock inventory to Order"

11/20/2018
11/30/2018

I1811211
I1811180

Tax form is now calculating manually assigned tax details.
Expanded support for system's currency symbol.

I1809192

Workflow’s Task Description column width has been increased and the text
will wrap if the text length is greater than the column width.
The default selection of the current employee for new workflow instances has
been restored; inactive employees will no longer be shown in the Assigned
To and Assigned By combos.
Recreating to force version update

sxMail.dll

6.4.13

sxMaintenanceControls.ocx

6.4.18

sxTaxes.dll

6.4.33
6.4.34

sxWorkFlow.ocx

6.4.21

11/21/2018

I1808129

I1811244

UWP Inventory Transfer_Adjustment ARM.zip
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6.4.3

11/30/2018

I1810177

Adjusted the duplication items to be posted validation to look at the right field.

UWP Inventory Transfer_Adjustment Window.zip

6.4.2

11/30/2018

I1810177

Adjusted the duplication items to be posted validation to look at the right field.

Enhanced .NET WorkOrder to a state of release ready functionality.
Enhanced to allow .NET workorder access to the WOCompletionAuditTrail
form.
Added ability for work order completion to dictate to produce to a new
container or an existing container for clients using the new container tracking
module.
Modified to improve the work order completion process by making it more
resilient when failures occur.
Modified to ensure that when processing alternative non-stock items that
they are verified first not to be part of the original BOM.
Modified to ensure that when completing orders created by the Inventory
Convertor module, the process of merging the finished good cost does not
interfere with the main SQL connection transaction in which the completion
process runs.
Altered rework so on an uncomplete material is sent back to the original
location if the work order line itself is what allocated it.
Improved the work order completion when using alternative items by adding
the ability to evaporate miscellaneous items and making sure that the stock
items that are part of the BOM are never evaporated twice.

WorkOrder.dll

6.4.174

11/20/2018

I1809105
I1810269

6.4.175

11/30/2018

I1806133

I1803188
I1809145
I1808306

I1810074
I1808130
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